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Following the failure of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, a massive drawdown 
of inventories was observed in many countries, both in the national accounts and 
in business surveys. The global liquidation of inventories played a large part in the 
exceptional decline in GDP seen in many countries in Q4 2008 and Q1 2009, and, 
thereby, accentuated the contraction in output. It also contributed to an unprecedented 
contraction in international trade.  Then from mid-2009 onwards, as destocking slowed 
and ended, and the replenishment process even began in some countries, activity and 
international trade experienced a stronger-than-expected V-shaped recovery.
While the procyclicality of inventories during the 2008-2009 recession is largely 
consistent with the inventory accelerator theory, the scale of the drawdown and above 
all its early onset suggest that financial constraints (as much feared as actual) played 
a central part. After the Lehman Brothers failure, companies rushed to cut spending, 
particularly on inventories, to boost their cash. The sudden surge in bond yields and 
the squeeze on bank credit exacerbated these developments.
However, simultaneous attempts by all companies to reduce inventories present a 
basic problem. In the initial stages, destocking by some firms (say of their input 
and trade inventories) means that other firms’ inventories (say of finished goods) 
automatically increase, as all participants try to clear their inventories to raise cash, 
until output adjusts downwards.
The race to reduce inventories took a pronounced international turn during the 
crisis because of the global nature of the shock and also because of the increasing 
globalisation of production chains, which contributed to the collapse in international 
trade. Furthermore, movements in partners’ inventories made it harder for companies 
to read the state of global demand (this was especially true for companies upstream in 
the production chain), and these firms chiefly interpreted the sudden fall in order intake 
as a decline in final demand, rather than as a temporary adjustment in inventories. 
This fuelled excessive pessimism, which in turn made inventories even more procyclical. 
Compounding the situation, the stock of goods in transit along increasingly global 
production and distribution chains was abruptly and temporarily reduced. Moreover, the 
multi-faceted nature and composition of inventories may explain why actual destocking 
took place later in countries with large trade surpluses, such as Germany and Japan.
  .../...ArtiCles
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Taking a longer-term view, while the crisis may have taught companies how to 
manage their inventories more frugally and reduce target inventory levels, liquidations 
specifically driven by financial constraints are expected to subside (or even prompt 
catch-up restocking) as the financial system gets back to normal. Furthermore, it 
is not at all certain that the crisis has structurally increased the moderate 20-year 
downtrend in inventory ratios. This trend results from the complex interplay between 
the long-term determination of companies to scale back working capital requirements 
(through widespread use of just-in-time manufacturing methods) and the globalisation 
of production chains (which requires heavy inventories).ArtiCles




























Stand dev. Mean 2010  Q4
GDP 0.51 0.45 100.0
Household consumption 0.31 0.28 59.2
Government consumption 0.09 0.12 24.8
Government investment 0.06 0.02 3.3
Household investment 0.08 0.00 5.7
Business investment 0.18 0.06 11.1
Change in inventories 0.50 -0.02 -1.6
Trade balance 0.45 -0.01 -2.4
Source: INSEE (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles
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Box 1
Measuring inventories and available information
Data on inventories are notoriously unreliable because of measurement problems 
and conceptual issues. Total nominal inventories in France according to the national 
accounts are equivalent to one-fifth of annual GDP, compared with one-third 30 years 
ago. Non-financial corporations (NFCs) held most (85%) of this total amount as at 
end-2009. NFC inventories make up just a small fraction of their total assets, however, 
in the region of 4% (8% of their non-financial assets).1
Inventories comprise goods (and to a marginal extent services) that have not been used 
yet in the production process or consumed. They thus appear on the balance sheets of 
economic agents, including households as producers, but are distinguished from fixed 
assets by the fact that they enter just once not repeatedly in the production process.
National accountants use private-sector accounting sources to measure nominal 
inventories  on  an  annual  basis.  They  use  a  different  technique  for  quarterly 
measurements, typically counting inventories as the residual from estimates of demand 
and supply, and sometimes use sub-annual information, such as that provided by 
qualitative surveys. Since they are fitted to the annual accounts, however, the definitive 
quarterly accounts do include accounting information. Even so, when balancing the 
annual accounts, national accountants have to allocate the differences that appear 
ex ante between supply and demand, which may obviously lead to changes in annual 
inventory data. Ultimately, the initial estimates of quarterly inventories are particularly 
susceptible to revision during adjustments to fit annual data, and quarterly changes 
in inventories under national accounts are very noisy.
1  There has been a marked reduction over 30 years. These ratios stood at 10.9% and 17.2% respectively at the end 













































Source: INSEE (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles
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Using national accounts data, it is possible to calculate an inventory ratio, defined 
for example as the level of inventories relative to GDP, to calculate a trend deviation. 
The above chart shows that the national accounts-derived inventory ratio trended 
downwards between 1978 and 2008.
Another source of cyclical information on inventories comes from surveys of the 
manufacturing and trade sectors. Each month, INSEE and the Europe Commission 
(DG-ECFIN) publish balances of opinion among businesses about the level of finished 
goods inventories relative to the normal level in manufacturing and in retail trade. 
As part of its PMI indicator, Markit, a financial information services company, publishes 
a monthly diffusion index on the change in manufacturers’ and retailers’ inventories 
of finished goods and of materials and supplies from one period to the next in a large 
number of countries. The Banque de France publishes balances of opinion on inventory 
levels for France and on the change from one period to the next, both in finished 
goods and in materials and supplies inventories. Each quarter, INSEE publishes more 
detailed information than is contained in its monthly data on the change and level 
of inventories of finished goods, of materials and semi-finished goods. Some detail is 
provided for different branches of the economy.
The US Department of Trade publishes monthly nominal data on business sales and 
inventories. This is used to calculate a high-frequency inventory ratio, which is widely 









































































1  Work in progress inventories may be included within inventories of finished goods.ArtiCles

































Manufacturing 30 31 40
Finished goods 11 11 17(b)
In progress 10 9 8
Inputs 9 10 15
Trade 29 50 43
Wholesale 14 24
Retail 15 26
Other 41 18(a) 17
Total 100 100 100
For info: inventory (nat acc)/annual GDP 12 12 19
(a) calculated on residual basis 
(b) finished and intermediate goods
Sources: UK: national accounts/ONS (2010 Q3); USA: Census Bureau (November 2010),  
national accounts/Fed; France: ESANE (2008)/INSEEArtiCles








































2  The analogy can be drawn with the well-known amplification effect that can be observed, for example, on the motorway, when a minor shock 
such as a temporary slowdown by a few vehicles is magnified into huge slowdowns and subsequent accelerations by road traffic.ArtiCles
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Source: INSEE (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles













rundown	 in	 inventories	 is	 not	 generally	 described	 as	 technical;	 	
Table 3  Four-quarter sum contributions to GDP growth France









Source: INSEE (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de France
3  Here again, positive contributions do not signify stock building, but either a slower pace of drawdown or a faster rate of replenishment.
Chart 3  Change in inventories by product France














Source: INSEE (quarterly accounts)ArtiCles





















4  Wherever they lie in the production chain (i.e. intermediate goods held as inventory by the manufacturer or by the user; a vehicle held as inventory 
by the carmaker or as inventory by the dealer, etc.).

















Note: For the euro area and France, changes in inventories are calculated on a proxy basis, 
starting from the change in inventories in 2000 Q1 calculated on a residual basis and cumulating 
contributions expressed in euro in real terms (chain-linked volumes).
Source: Eurostat (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles
































Change in inventories Implied contribution
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Note: The nominal change in inventories as a % of GDP is a GDP-weighted average (2010 Q3 
at PPP). The quarterly change in this change is called the “implied contribution”.
Source: OECD (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles































2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Note: A diffusion index is calculated by adding one-half of the percentage of responses reporting 
no change to the percentage of responses reporting an increase.
Source: MarkitArtiCles















2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Note: Weighting used here: 1/4 manufacturing sector finished goods; 1/4 manufacturing sector 
materials and supplies inventories; 1/2 trade inventories (retail)














2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Germany
Note: A diffusion index is calculated by adding one-half of the percentage of responses reporting 
no change to the percentage of responses reporting an increase.
Source: MarkitArtiCles









































Note: PMI index weighting: 1/4 manufacturing sector finished goods; 1/4 manufacturing sector 
materials and supplies inventories; 1/2 trade inventories (retail)
Source: Markit; calculations: Banque de France
6  Probably owing to an unexpected decline in the consumption of households, which responded to the drop in their purchasing power resulting 














2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Note: Weighting: 1/4 manufacturing sector finished goods; 1/4 manufacturing sector materials 
and supplies inventories; 1/2 trade inventories (retail)
Source: Markit; calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles
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Box 2
Good consistency between surveys in levels and in changes
By adding up (standardised) PMI survey data, we can compare PMI surveys (which 
look at changes/flows) with those of the European Commission (which look at levels) 
and examine their consistency. The chart opposite shows that, in the euro area, 
between 1997 and Q2 2008, the European Commission’s index and the cumulative PMI 
indices followed fairly similar patterns. As an example, manufacturers’ total inventories 
of finished goods peaked in mid-December 2008 for both surveys. Since the balance 
of opinion on the level of inventories may shift following a change in the target level 
of inventory for companies, longer-lasting differences between the two series may be 
interpreted – setting aside other methodology differences – as structural changes in that 
target. In this regard, the target increased somewhat between mid-2007 and mid-2008, 
before falling sharply from Autumn 2008, when manufacturers appeared to quickly 
slash their target.1 This trend became more pronounced in 2009, as the cumulative 























1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009
PMI cumulative value of deviations from mean (left hand-side)
DG-ECFIN balance of opinion (right hand-side)
Note: The cumulative value of PMI indices (standardised) is used to minimise 
differences over the period from August 1997 to August 2008.
Sources: Markit and European Commission (DG-ECFIN); calculations: Banque 
de France
1  This neatly illustrates the mismeasurement risks entailed in comparing the findings of the Commission’s survey  
of inventory levels too directly with changes in inventories in the national accounts.






continued	 to	 increase	 until	 December	 2008,	 a	 fact	 corroborated	 by	
the	European	Commission’s	survey	on	inventory	levels	(cf.	Box	2).ArtiCles
































1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010
Contribution of inventories Contribution of trade balance (inverse sign)
Source: INSEE (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles














































Source: Eurostat (quarterly accounts); calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles







































8  Indeed, having reached record levels in mid-2008, shipping tariffs plummeted in the space of a few months to historically low levels in early 2009.ArtiCles





































9  A decline in foreign manufacturers’ finished goods inventories may also create the more indirect effect of a decline in partners’ imports, because 
some of the inputs for these finished goods are imported.
10 Theory that a new era in macroeconomic development has begun, characterised by less volatile production and reduced cyclicality.ArtiCles









































































Note: 1st bar: from previous GDP peak to trough; 2nd bar: five quarters following GDP trough; 
GDP trough: 1975 Q1, 1982 Q3, 1993 Q1, 2009 Q2
Sources: Eurostat, ECB; calculations: Banque de France
Chart 13  Real inventory changes during four crises – euro area











Q = Q1 1975
Q -8 Q -6 Q -4 Q -2 Q Q +2 Q +4 Q +6 Q +8
Q = Q2 2009 Q = Q3 1982 Q = Q1 1993
Note: Cumulative contributions going forward and back from the quarter when GDP reached 
its trough. For example, the decline from 1.4 points to 0 between 2008 Q2 and 2009 Q2 shows 
that inventories made a negative contribution of 1.4 points over one year. This calculation also 
corresponds to a quarterly change in inventories expressed as a percentage of GDP rebased to 
0 at the bottom of the cycle.
Sources: Eurostat, ECB; calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles




























Note: 1st bar: from previous GDP peak to trough; 2nd bar: five quarters following GDP trough; 
GDP trough: 1975 Q1, 1980 Q2, 1993 Q1, 2009 Q2
Source: INSEE; calculations: Banque de France.
Chart 15  Real inventory changes during four crises – France









Q = Q2 1975 Q = Q2 1980
Q = Q1 1993 Q = Q2 2009
Q -8 Q -6 Q -4 Q -2 Q Q +2 Q +4 Q +6 Q +8
Note: cf. Chart 13
Source: INSEE; calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles




















behaviour	 seems	 comparable	 in	 both	 major	 crises,	 with	 destocking	























Note: 1st bar: from previous GDP peak to trough; 2nd bar: five quarters following GDP trough; 
GDP trough: 1975 Q1, 1980 Q3, 1982 Q3, 1993 Q1, 2009 Q2. Source: Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA); calculations: Banque de France
11 The GFCF contraction in 2008 Q4 appears to be particularly strong, so close after the shock caused by the Lehman Brothers failure. A sizeable 
proportion of this decline is attributable to construction, which obeys other rationales. In addition, the breakdown between GFCF and inventory 
changes may be hard for national accountants to capture.ArtiCles





















particularly	 in	 a	 setting	 where	 financial	 constraints	 suddenly	 come	 into	 play.
Chart 17  Real inventory changes during five crises – USA











Q Q +2 Q +4 Q +6 Q +8 Q -8 Q -6 Q -4 Q -2
Q = Q1 1975
Q = Q1 1991
Q = Q3 1980
Q = Q3 1982
Q = Q2 2009
Note: cf. Chart 13
Source: BEA; calculations: Banque de FranceArtiCles


































1953 1961 1969 1977 1985 2001 1993 2009
BAA Spread over 10-yr Treasuries BAA Spread over AAA
Source: Fed, Moody’s; calculations: Banque de France
12 At the same time, while the cost of bank loans did not increase by much, this indicator is doubtless less relevant because of the possible rationing 
of credit to riskier companies, which prevented the cost of credit from reaching its equilibrium level.ArtiCles































1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010
Change in NFC inventories Short-term loans
Sources: INSEE, Banque de France (DGS-DSMF-SASM)ArtiCles







































Thus,	 two	 fundamental	 trends	 that	 have	 worked	 in	 countervailing	
directions	for	decades	namely	improvements	in	logistics	methods	(which	
13 For example, the chief financial officer of Burberry, Stacey Cartwright, said: “the main driver [of sales growth] has been making sure our stores 
are properly stocked. Previously, lean levels of inventory meant a lot of sales were walking out the door”, Financial Times, 19 January 2011.ArtiCles
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